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English
Core Texts – Freedom 1783 by Catherine Johnson
The Wolf Wilder by Katherine Rundell, Star of Fear Star of
Hope by Jo Hoestlandt, Can We Save the Tiger? by Martin
Jenkins
Writing opportunities - Diary entries, narrative flashback,
narrative poem, hybrid text- information, explanation &
persuasion
SPAG - expanded noun phrases • passive verbs • cohesive
devices • integrate dialogue • colon to introduce a list • bullet
points • select appropriate grammar and vocabulary • modal
verbs and adverbs • brackets, dashes or commas to indicate
parenthesis • personification
Science
Animals Including Humans
Describe the changes as humans develop to old age
(compare gestation periods of other animals and humans) the
human circulatory system, function of the heart, blood vessels and
blood; impact of diet, drugs exercise and lifestyle on the body;
describe the ways in which nutrients and water are transported
through the body in animals including humans
Ask questions which can be investigated
- Take measurements with increasing accuracy
- Making predictions and set up fair tests
- Oral and written reports, diagrams with labels, bar and line
graphs, models

RE
Festivals: Yom Kippur and
Rosh Hashanah-Judaism,
Bandi Chhor Divas- Sikhism
Big Question: Is there any
point to prayer?
PSHE
New Beginnings, Community
Families and Friendships,
Safe Relationships,
Getting on and falling out.

Computing
Scratch animated stories
Animate characters with
movement and speech, use
broadcast and receive blocks
correctly in a code, show and
hide blocks in a code. ICT
skills- PowerPoints, word
processing
How to stay safe online
Identify personal information,
cyberbullying, online dangers.

Art
Exploring mixing tints,
shades and tones. Study
significant landscape
artworks and create
landscape paintings
DT
Processed food and healthy
food choices; make bread
and pasta sauces; the
benefits of whole foods; plan
and make meals as part of a
healthy daily menu.

Year 6
Autumn Term
‘Maafa’

French
Notre ecole
Places at school, times of
the day, school subjects
and timetable describe
people.
Notre monde
Continents and countries,
geography and wildlife,
weather and climate

Mathematics
Place value – Numbers to ten million, compare and order
any number, round numbers, negative numbers.
Four operations – add and subtract whole numbers,
multiplying up to a 4-digit number with a 1-digit number,
long division, factors and multiples, primes, squares and
cubes, mental calculations and estimation.
Fractions – compare and order fractions, add and subtract
fractions, divide a fraction by a whole number.
Geometry: Position & Direction- read and plot coordinates in all four quadrants; translate shapes; reflect
shapes in the x and y axes
History and Geography

Ancient African kingdoms; transatlantic slave trade including
Britain's role; human impact; everyday life on plantations; rebellion
and marronage; causes and consequences of the abolition of the
slave trade and slavery; colonisation of Africa; Black people in 20th
C Britain; Race Relations Act; Equality Act; significant black Britons;
Multiculturalism.
Africa – countries, land use, natural resources, location,
settlements, population, climate and physical features
Our Changing World- features of Earth, time zones and lines of
latitude and longitude to pinpoint places on a map; map scales,
grid references, contour lines and map symbols. climate change,
global trade, local road safety. patterns of human settlements

Physical Education
Badminton Ready position,
hand grip, fore/backhand,
serve, footwork.
Fitness Build strength,
speed, power, agility.
Gymnastics Create,
practise and refine complex
sequences.
Netball Coordination,
balance, stamina. Passing,
catching, shooting.

Music
Exploring musical styles and
rhythm through the Pharrell
Williams song ‘Happy’.
Creating our own music
based on this song.
Developing freestyle musical
skills with a jazz basis.

